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The Roman Empire trade system 

The first complex European trade network

“An integrated network of interactions and 
interdependences between the Mediterranean basin and 
northern Europe”

The Roman Empire transport system (c.125 AD) 
http://people.hofstra.edu/ 

Tabula Peutingeriana 
©Austrian National Library

Dressel 20 Kiln Sites @Lower Guadalquivir Valley (Remesal, 1997)

http://people.hofstra.edu/geotrans/eng/ch2en/conc2en/img/Roman_Empire_c125AD.png


The economy of the Roman Empire 
An ongoing debate!

Traditionally, the study of the food distribution during the Roman Empire was focused on the life 
of the city of Rome and on the long distance trade. More recently, the food distribution to the 
Roman army also gained a primary role in the overall understanding of the Roman Empire trade 
system.  

It has been argued that the emperor and his circle managed the relationship between food and 
army in order to supervise and control the whole Roman territory and to strengthen and maintain 
their own political power. 

Periphery and regional food distribution then obtain the status of first-class citizens in the 
understanding of the whole system. 

Starting from this innovative idea, different models have been proposed. 

House of Julia Felix @Pompeii

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Julia_Felix


Informal approaches are too informal...

A plethora of unfalsifiable theories has been developed over the last couple of 
centuries to explain the organisation of the Roman Empire trade system. 

The ongoing debate remains exclusively speculative and often based on rhetoric. 

Specialists from History and Archaeology do not even consider the possibility that 
their hypotheses can be formally expressed as theories that can be falsified(1) by 
analytical and computational methods. 

A formal study of the mechanisms that have characterised the economic and 
political relations informing the Roman Empire trade system was still missing.

(1) Popper, Karl, The Logic of Scientific Discovery, 
Basic Books, New York, NY, 1959



The data landscape

Edible items: olive oil, wine, etc. Containers

Inscriptions: stamps and tituli picti

Producers and Traders 

Production places

Distribution target places

Temporal context: production, distribution, etc.

http://www.apple.com


Multiple datasets, physically distributed



The available datasets are heterogenous 
(both conceptually and technically)



“I am looking for al l the 
amphoras of type Dressel 20 
(information carriers) produced 
in the settlement of Malpica, 
together with all the available 
information about their physical 
characteristics, dating and 
carried inscriptions, in all the 
available datasets. ”



carrierId finding producing

C234 'Monte Testaccio' null

C678 'Hispalis' 'Malpica'

C449 null 'Malpica'

InformationCarrier

carrierId finding

C234 'Monte Testaccio'

C678 'Hispalis'

C449 null

AmphTyping

typeCode genericName name source …

T15 Dressel Dressel 20 null …

T09 Africano grande Africana 2C S25 …

AmphoraType

Relational model: Example



SQL queries: Example

“Return the amphoras and the date when they were produced” 

SELECT
ic.id AS ic_id, d.id AS d_id, dys.startYear AS sy, 
dys.endYear AS ey 

FROM
InformationCarrier ic 
JOIN Producing p ON ic.producing = p.id 
JOIN Dating d ON p.dating = d.id 
JOIN DatingYearSpan dys ON dys.dating = d.id

SQL is the standard language for querying relational databases. 
The core of SQL corresponds to relational algebra, a well-studied formalism.



When can this go wrong? 

To query this information and obtain the desired answers requires:  

To have a have deep understanding of the datasets.  

To create the proper queries that extract all information about each type of object from each 
dataset is a complex task even for experts.  

To merge the answers returned from each dataset, possibly filtering out undesired objects 
or undesired parts of the answers (e.g., the objects that were not produced in ‘Malpica’).  

To query multiple data sources, one can use a data federation tool, which exposes multiple 
data sources as if they were a single relational database (e.g., Teiid, Exareme) but… 

Scholars	can	easily	get	lost!



Exploit the knowledge that scholars have about the domain, and make this knowledge and 
its associated vocabulary explicit 
↪︎ Ontology

Provide a good understanding of the source data by connecting it to the domain knowledge  
↪︎ Mappings

Enable scholars to rapidly formulate intuitive queries using the ontology (which provides a 
familiar vocabulary and conceptualisations), and not the data sources.

The way we tackle the problem



Ontology-based data integration (OBDI)

Ontology  
provides a unified common vocabulary, and 

a conceptual view of the data.  
• OWL 2 QL 

Mappings  
relate the terms in the ontology to the data in 

the sources by means of queries. 
• R2RML 

Data sources  
are external and independent (possibly 

heterogeneous). 
• Oracle, DB2, Postgres, MySQL, etc.



Ontologies (in Computer Science): 
are used to represent a domain of interest in a way that is comprehensible to end users 
allow for efficient processing by machines, to infer new information from the one explicitly represented. 

Ontology languages: 
Are grounded in mathematical logic, which makes them rigorous and not ambiguous. 
Are equipped with a formal syntax, which tells us how to write expressions in the languages: 

logic based (e.g., ∃carries− ⊑ Inscription) 
serialised and text-based (e.g., :carries rdf:range :Inscription) 
diagrammatic/graphic. 

Have a formal semantics, usually provided in terms of logic.

In ontologies, the knowledge is structured into: 
Classes of objects (e.g., Inscription, Finding)  
Properties of class instances (e.g., name, startYear) 
Relationships between classes (e.g., hasShapeType between Stamp and ShapeType) 
Properties of relation instances 

The knowledge about the domain is the stated by means of (logical) assertions.

Ontologies in Computer Science 



In EPNet, the OBDI team working on the ontological modelling, has made use of this correspondence: 

They have developed the EPNet Conceptual Reference Model (CRM), an extensive conceptual 
model that integrates and specialise already existing ontologies and standards for the 
representation of historical data (e.g., CIDOC CRM, the EAGLE metadata model, and FaBiO). 

Using a domain-oriented vocabulary (made of terms like “inscription”, “stamp”, “simple” and “full 
transcription”, “grafito”, etc.), they have build a ontology expressed in the lightweight ontology 
language OWL 2 QL

Ontology development in EPNet 



https://romanopendata.eu/sparql/doc/index.html

https://romanopendata.eu/sparql/doc/index.html


Query answering over ontologies

When a query is posed over the ontology, the OBDI system can reason over the 
knowledge in the ontology to provide more answers. 

  
This is achieved by rewriting the query posed by the user into a new query, that is then 
further processed.  

This new query incorporates the knowledge provided by the ontology (the ontology is 
compiled into the query). 

Query answering by rewriting



Query answering by rewriting: Example



Query answering by rewriting: Example



Query answering by rewriting: Example



Query answering by rewriting: Example



Query answering by rewriting: Example



Mapping the data sources to the ontology 
In an OBDI system, the mapping M encodes how the data D in the sources should be used to 
populate the elements of the ontology. 

Concrete mapping languages 
Several proposals for languages to map a relational DB to an ontology have been made:  
They assume that the ontology is populated in terms of triples of the RDF data model.  
Some template mechanism is used to specify the triples to instantiate. 



Virtual RDF graph 
The extensional counterpart of an ontology 

In RDF, all data are represented by means of triples of the form: <subject, property, object> 

These triples form a so-called RDF graph, which is what the user actually queries. 

The mappings specify how to construct this virtual RDF graph from the data sources and 
the mappings .

Through the mapping, each result row returned by the SQL query in the right-hand side 
generates a triple in the virtual RDF graph according to the triple template. 

t:L(t(x) ← s:Q(x)  

C(t1(x1)), p(t1(x1), t2(x2)), or d(t1(x1), t2(x2)) ← SQL query over the DB schema



Mappings:  

(:db1/{id}, rdf:type, :Amphora) ← SELECT amId AS id FROM AmphoraT  
generates the triples:   (:db1/A24, rdf:type, :Amphora),  

(:db1/A52, rdf:type, :Amphora)  

(:db1/{id}, :carries, {inscription}) ← SELECT amId AS id, inscription FROM AmphoraT 
generates the triples:   (:db1/A24, :carries, 'PNN')  

(:db1/A52, :carries, 'ARVA')

amId place inscription

A24 'Monte Testaccio' ‘PNN'

A52 'Hispalis' ‘ARVA'

AmphoraT

Virtual RDF graph: Example



Mappings:  

(:db1/{id}, rdf:type, :Amphora) ← SELECT amId AS id FROM AmphoraT  
generates the triples:   (:db1/A24, rdf:type, :Amphora),  

(:db1/A52, rdf:type, :Amphora)  

(:db1/{id}, :carries, {inscription}) ← SELECT amId AS id, inscription FROM AmphoraT 
generates the triples:   (:db1/A24, :carries, 'PNN')  

(:db1/A52, :carries, 'ARVA')

amId place inscription

A24 'Monte Testaccio' ‘PNN'

A52 'Hispalis' ‘ARVA'

AmphoraT

Virtual RDF graph: Example

rdf:type

rdf:type

:carries

:carries

:Amphora

:db1/A24

:db1/A52

'PNN'

'ARVA'



Using the mappings in OBDI: “Entity linking” Example

Suppose that we want now to extract the place of amphoras from a different data source:  
We need to combine the answers coming from different data sources.  
The different data sources might adopt different identifiers for data representing the same objects. 

Generating the same URI (i.e., RDF identifier): 

(:db1/{id},:hasPlace, :db3/{place}) ←  SELECT stringOp(amphId) AS id, place FROM PlaceT 

where stringOp is a suitable string operation that, e.g., deletes the ’pl-’ prefix from the amphora identifier.  

The mappings can be used to link the entities extracted from the 
different data sources, so that at the level of the ontology they can 
be recognised as representing the same object. 

amId place inscription

A24 'Monte Testaccio' ‘PNN'

A52 'Hispalis' ‘ARVA'

AmphoraT

amphId place

pl-A24 'Monte Testaccio'

pl-A52 'Hispalis'

PlaceT



Using the mappings in OBDI: Example

Homogenising data

We classify the time periods by imperial dynasties. 

For instance, Caligula-Government is defined as 
(startYear >= 37 and endYear <= 41). 
 
Now, we can query a government instead of integers. 

We homogenise all the dates in the different databases: 
integer, strings, or date, etc. 

Customising the data access









Ontologies and mappings provide a vocabulary to formulate the queries, enrich them, and find the 
answers in (possibly) multiple heterogenous data sources. 

Ontologies and Semantic Web Technology can help to handle the problem of accessing and integrating 
data sources, also in the Cultural Heritage domain. 

Diversity: 
Using ontologies describing particular domains allows to hide the storage complexity. 
Agreement on data identifiers allows for integration of multiple datasets.  

Understanding: 
Agreement on a domain-oriented vocabulary allow to better define your data and allows for easy 
information exchange. 

What we have seen today

What we left outside
Semantic Query Optimisation, SPARQL-based querying, Performance Evaluation, Aggregates and bag 
semantics, no-SQL repositories, … Tons of theory.



Questions?

Thank you for your attention! 
https://romanopendata.eu/

https://romanopendata.eu/

